TAM Workshop Wednesdays 2015

Thurs., 2/19 @ 5:30-7:00 in 204
Aileen Pierce / Mobile App & Hackathon w/ weekly mentoring sessions to follow
Join the new ATLAS Mobile Makers group, a community of app developers at CU. This first meeting will be an Intro to iOS Apps Workshop led by TAM Instructor Aileen Pierce. Students of all levels and experience are welcome. RSVP

Weds., 3/4 @ 7-9pm in 113
Kevin Hoth / Image Glitching 101
This Image Glitching Workshop led by TAM Instructor Kevin Hoth will cover how to hack image file data in order to alter images in a compelling, "chance-positive" way. Basic Photoshop skills are required for this workshop. RSVP

Thurs., 3/5 @ 6-30-8-30 in 1B25
Chloe Veltman / Art Critique 2
Arts Criticism Workshop (part 2) is in collaboration with Chloe Veltman, the Arts Editor at Colorado Public Radio. This is a sequence of workshops. If you’re interested in joining these but did not attend the first one, please contact.

Weds., 3/11 @ 5:00-6:30 in 105
Hunter Ewen / Digital Sound
Generating Music in Max/MSP Workshop. A discussion and demonstration of the many ways electronic music composers can generate quasi-random notes, chords, and rhythms. RSVP

Weds., 3/11 @ 7:00-9:00 in 113
TAM Alum Andrew Baker / CSS Animations
This workshop on CSS Animations includes the importance of animation and interactivity on the web, how to build web animation and design principles. Join Andrew Baker, TAM Alum and design professional at Karsh Hagan for a great workshop. A basic/intermed comfort with CSS and HTML is helpful. RSVP

Weds., 3/18 @ 6-30-8:30 in 1B25
Chloe Veltman / Art Critique 3
Arts Criticism Workshop (part 3) with Chloe Veltman, the Arts Editor at Colorado Public Radio. This is a sequence of workshops, to attend, please contact.

Weds., 3/18 @ 5:30-7:00 in 105
Ian Hales / Adobe Edge & Web Animation
Adobe Edge Animate is a new addition to the Adobe Creative Suite which enables users to create rich-media animation and interactive experiences for the web. Join TAM Instructor Ian Hales for more on web animation. No previous experience required. RSVP

Tues., 3/31 @ 7:15-8:30 in 1B25
Chloe Veltman / Art Critique 4
Note: The first part of this evening’s workshop will be in McKenna 103 at 6pm then move to ATLS 1B25 from 7:15-8:30. This is the final in a sequence of workshops, to attend, please contact.

Weds., 4/8 @ 7:00-9:00 in 113
TAM Alum Andrew Baker / Best Practices in UX
This workshop led by TAM alum Andrew Baker a design professional at Karsh Hagan in Denver. Andrew will provide an overview of UX Principles and some of the best practices from industry. No previous experience needed. RSVP